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AN UPPER BOUND ON COEFFICIENT OF TRANSMISSION OF MICROWAVE LEAKAGE 
INTO BIOLOGICAL TISSUES 

A. A. Kamal, K. AI-Badwaihy and E. Hashish (Egypt) 

Near zone fields may be hazardous despite being below present standard safe 
levels. This is because these fields may have higher transmission coefficient than in 
the case of normally assumed incident plane wave. An upper bound is computed 
for the coefficient of transmission of microwave fields into living tissues for a 
planar model of the tissues and for different source configurations. 

Safe exposure levels of hazards are based on assumed plane wave exposures. 
Also, the accepted concepts and most measuring instrumentation are based on 
simple plane wave fields. 

These concepts are inadequate and unsatisfactory because the electromagnetic 
interference resulting in hazards tends not to occur in the far field but rather in 
the near field where such concepts and approximations are inapplicable. Further, 
a large fraction of biological exposure experiments are carried out in the near 
zone to achieve high field levels. 

In this paper we attempt to find an upper bound on the transmission 
coefficient U for different cases. We consider a planar model consisting of a half 
space of homogenuous biological tissues with its electromagnetic properties 
(permittivity, conductivity and permeability) known. 

The source is an elementary electric or magnetic dipole located in the free 
space region above the biological half space. The dipole is regarded as an 
infinitesmal current element of length dl with a current I cos wt where w is the 
angular frequency and may be normal or parallel to the interface. 

The incident field is decomposed into a continyous spectrum of cylindrical 
waves. For each component wave the transmitted field is found, and then an 
integration gives the value of total transmitted field into the biological material. 

The transmission coefficient U given by IE// E 2 I is plotted for a wide range of 
parameter values, where E, and E; are the transmitted and incident fields 
respectively. 

The maximum value of transmission coefficient can be determined for each 
dipole height and polarization. Extension to complex nearby sources is straight 
forward since their complex field may be analyzed to a collection of electric and 
magnetic dipoles vertically and horizontally polarized. 

In this way we can set an upper limit for the incident field as a function of the 
height of the nearest point of the source with respect to the living body. 

Four basic configurations are vertical electric dipole (VED), vertical magnetic 
dipole (VMD), horizontal electric dipole (HED) and horizontal magnetic dipole 
(HMD). The maximum value of U as a function of the dipole height is plotted for 
the different cases. 

From the results obtained we make the following conclusions: ( l) as the height 
of the dipole decreases, the maximum of the transmission coefficient U shifts 
towards the dipole projection. Also, its value increases, and (2) for low values of 
the dipole heights, the maximum value of transmission exceeds that based on a 
plane wave assumption. This is very important for specifying the safety levels of 
electromagnetic radiation resulting from a nearby source. 

Among the results we consider the case of VED with the biological material 
having electric conductivity= l mho/ m and a relative permittivity of 50. The 
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frequency of radiation is l000 Hz. The value of the transmission coefficient as a 
function of the distance p from the origin for different heights of the dipole, and 
the maximum value of the transmission coefficient v. the dipole height will be 
shown. 

(Department of Electronics and Communications, Faculty of Engineering, 
Cairo University, Gita, Cairo, Egypt.) 

4A.7 
HUMAN THERMAL LOADING BY EXPOSURE TO EMISSIONS 

FROM A MICROWAVE OVEN 

R. V. Prucha (U.S.A.) 

Thermographic measurements in full scale human phantoms exposed to 
emissions from a microwave have been used to calculate temperature rise in a 
thermal model of the human body. Results have been compared with those for 
other heat input phenomena. 

Full scale phantom models of a two-year child and a woman · have been 
exposed to emissions from a forced leak in a microwave oven. The operating 
frequency was 915 MHz. Thermographic analysis using the technique developed at 
the University of Washington and reported in a companion paper by A. W. Guy 
provides data on specific absorption rate (SAR) and identification of the heating 
pattern. These data can be related to the defined leakage source intensity and have 
been corroborated in our laboratory. They have been used as the basis for heat 
input and temperature rise calculations in thermal models of humans. Both worst 
case and typical case calculations based on movement patterns have been made 
and the results have been compared with those produced by other heating means 
such as changes in metabolic rate ( deep heating) and exposure to normal sunlight 
(surface heating). Results have also been compared with medical diathermy 
practice. These results show the very conservative nature of the current microwave 
oven emission standards. 

( R. V. Prucha, Manager, Range Component Engineering, General Electric 
Company, Building 2, Room 248, Louisville, Kentucky 40225.) 

4A.8 
THE PRACTICE OF MICROWAVE RADIATION SAFETY 

S. C. Rexford-Welch* and I. R. Lindsay•• (U.K.) 

The microwave radiation personnel exposure (MPE) standard for most of the 
western world of IO mW/ cm" for continuous whole-body exposure is based on the 
amount of exogenous heat which the body can tolerate without any resulting rise 
in body temperature. In contrast, the eastern European standard of 0.01 mW/ cm~ 
for continuous irradiation is established in consideration of non-thermal, reversible, 
biological effects. The definition of a permissible exposure level is paramount 
to any protection programme, and it is not easy for the practitioner of microwave 
radiation safety to live with such a divergence in recommended standard. 

The safety regimen adopted by major users of such an electromagnetic 
radiation generally includes safety officer appointments and the production of 
safety instructions, area control, the classification and medical surveillance of 
workers, and incident investigation. 


